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Abstract
Nowadays, sub-50 meV atom-wide electron probes are routinely produced for electron energy loss spectroscopy in transmission electron
microscopes due to monochromator technology advances. We review how gradual improvements in energy resolution enabled the study of
very low-energy excitations such as lattice phonons, molecular vibrations, infrared plasmons and strongly coupled hybrid modes in nanomate-
rials. Starting with the theoretical framework needed to treat inelastic electron scattering from phonons in solids, we illustrate contributions in
detecting optical surface phonons in photonic structures. We discuss phonon mapping capabilities in real and reciprocal space, and the localized
phonon response near nano-/atomic-scale structural features. We also survey the progress of aloof spectroscopy in studying vibrations in organic
materials and applications in measuring local temperature and photonic density of states in single nanostructures using phonon scattering. We
then turn towards studies on infrared plasmons in metals and semiconductors. Spectroscopy analyses now extend towards probing extremely
complex broadband platforms, the effects of defects and nanogaps, and some far-reaching investigations towards uncovering plasmon lifetime
and 3D photonic density of states. In doped semiconductors, we review research on the use of the electron probe to correlate local doping
concentration and atomic-scale defects with the plasmonic response. Finally, we discuss advances in studying strong coupling phenomena in
plasmon–exciton and plasmon–phonon systems. Overall, the wealth of information gained extends our knowledge about nanomaterial properties
and elementary excitations, illustrating the powerful capabilities of high-energy resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy–electron
energy loss spectrometry.
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Introduction
The development of new materials with compelling proper-
ties represents the bedrock of the most advanced technologies
in solid-state transistors, thermal devices, infrared imag-
ing detectors, biosensors, etc. While advances in materials
are rapidly evolving in different areas, new instruments and
methodologies for measuring unique material properties are
still under development. In the field of (scanning) transmis-
sion electron microscopy ((S)TEM), the need for structural
and chemical analyses of materials over a wide range of length
scales drives characterization tool development. For instance,
the development of aberration correctors for electron micro-
scopes has enabled sub-Ångstrom structural characterization
[1–7], pushed even further by ptychographic reconstruction
methods [8,9]. Parallel electron energy loss spectrometers and
energy filters for chemical imaging revolutionized chemical
analysis with remarkable spatial resolution [10–12], while
ultra-sensitive detectors for protein imaging, diffraction pat-
tern detection and low-noise spectroscopy provide opportu-
nities to study sensitive materials [13]. These developments in
electron microscopy have extended our understanding of the
physical and chemical properties of (nano)materials.

Despite those instrumental breakthroughs, the develop-
ment of electron spectroscopic instrumentation for the study
of mid-infrared (MIR) excitations and electronic structure
with both high spatial and energy resolution is still in progress.
This challenge involves the reduction of the intrinsic energy
width of the emitted electrons (typically hundreds of meV) to a
fewmeV (Fig. 1a), while keeping a nanometre/Ångstrom-wide
electron probe with enough current (> 5 pA). The benefits of
monochromatic conditions are 2-fold: access to the IR range
due to strong suppression of the zero-loss peak (ZLP) tails and
the ability to resolve electronic transitions. Substantial efforts
towards monochromator development in STEMs bring the
electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) community gradu-
ally closer to the goal of matching the energy resolution (sub-1
meV) available on high-energy resolution EELS (HR-EELS)
setups operating in the reflected geometry [14,15].

Current energy resolution improvements in STEMs have
already opened the doors for high spatial resolution inves-
tigations of elementary excitations such as lattice phonons,
molecular vibrations, infrared plasmons, hybrid modes,
excitons, etc. A fuller understanding of the behaviour of
those excitations and electronic properties at/near structural
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Fig. 1. Evolution of high-energy resolution STEM-EELS. (a) ZLP spectra for an unmonochromated and a monochromated beam at 60 kV. Energy
resolution of 9 meV is achieved using an alpha-type magnetic monochromator. (Adapted with permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre
GmbH: Nature [27], © 2014.) (b) Timeline of energy resolution improvements highlighting landmark results over the last thirty years. (Top row. Terauchi:
adapted with permission [24]. Batson, Mook, and Kruit: © 2000 from [25], adapted with permission of Taylor and Francis Group, LLC, a division of
Informa plc. Tiemeijer et al.: [17], adapted with permission. Krivanek, Dellby et al.: adapted from [22], by permission of the Japanese Society of
Microscopy. Bottom row. Terauchi et al.: adapted from [26], © 1999, the Royal Microscopical Society. Essers et al.: adapted from [20], © 2010, with
permission from Elsevier. Mukai et al.: adapted from [18], with permission from Elsevier. The 2021 ZLP was recently obtained from the CCEM
monochromated microscope.) (c) Plot of the ratio between the electron kinetic energy and energy resolution as a function of time. Figure of merit
(FOM) values were derived from information presented in b.

features (e.g. defects and interfaces) will push the frontiers
of knowledge in fields such as superconductivity, optoelec-
tronics, photonics, phononics, biomedicine, etc. Specifically,
studying phonon-based physical and chemical properties in
single nanostructures or near nanoscale structural features
requires the use of local probes with high spatial sensitiv-
ity. The study of IR surface plasmon excitations benefits from
the use of nanoscale probes in uncovering the fundamentals
of how shape, size, and material affect the localization and
behaviour of both optically bright and dark surface plasmon
modes. In analogous manner, spatially resolved EELS stud-
ies of hybrid excitations can unlock new physics of strong
(extreme) coupling phenomena, including the detection of
dark polaritons in hybrid systems. Progress in the arena

of high-energy resolution STEM-EELS applied to phonons,
infrared plasmons, and hybrid coupled modes is just begin-
ning, promising a bright future for the study of advanced
material properties. Here we review the advancement of
high-energy resolution monochromators in STEMs and cur-
rent progress in the study of phonon/vibrational excitations,
infrared plasmons, and strongly coupled modes using electron
probes.

Progress on high-energy resolution STEM-EELS
Several monochromators have been implemented in STEMs,
including four different primary configurations – the sin-
gle Wien filter [16,17], the double Wien Filter [18], the
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omega-shaped electrostatic monochromator [19,20], and the
alpha-type magnetic monochromator [21,22]. We refer the
reader to the review on monochromators by Kimoto [23]
and references therein to obtain an in-depth description of
monochromators implemented in TEM/STEMs.

Figure 1b presents an overview of the progress on energy
resolution in STEM-EELS over the last thirty years, high-
lighting some landmark results obtained using different
monochromator models. In this context, the energy resolu-
tion is traditionally defined as the full width at half max-
imum of the ZL spectrum acquired in vacuum. Pioneering
work by Terauchi et al. [24] in 1991 showed a drastic
improvement down to 80 meV at 60 kV using Wien filters
in a monochromator-analyser configuration, but with limited
beam current imposed by the usage of a thermionic source.
In the late nineties, Batson, Mook, and Kruit [25] imple-
mented a fringe-field Wien filter in a STEM equipped with
a field-emission source, demonstrating 61 meV at 120 kV.
At the same time, the energy resolution barrier was again
pushed down to 12 meV at 60 kV by Terauchi and cowork-
ers through the use of better retarding Wien filters and a
Schottky-type electron gun [26]. They reported some initial
studies on the electronic structure properties of superconduc-
tors and dielectrics in real and momentum space, highlighting
the potential of STEM-EELS using a nanometre-sized electron
probe.

Tiemeijer et al. proposed [16] and built [17] a single Wien
filter monochromator around the turn of the century, show-
ing energy resolution of 70 meV at 200 kV, with better
performance at lower voltages. This improvement resulted
in reductions to the ZLP tails, allowing the study of plas-
monic and electronic properties in the visible and NIR range.
For instance, multiple localized surface plasmon resonances
(LSPRs) down to 170 meV were detected in silver nanowires
(NWs) [28]. As a matter of fact, high-energy resolution spec-
troscopy studies have led to significant contributions from the
EELS community to the areas of nanophotonics and materials
science (see Spectroscopy of Plasmons).

Subsequently, other monochromators were designed and
incorporated into STEMs. In 2010, Essers et al. [20] reported
on the development of an omega-type monochromator oper-
ating in tandemwith aMANDOLINE analyser, which further
pushed the limits of energy resolution to 40 meV at 200 kV. In
2012, Mukai et al. [18] reported the use of a doubleWien filter
to reduce the ZLP width down to 36 and 26 meV at 200 and
80 kV, respectively. Krivanek and coworkers [22] designed
and built an alpha-type monochromator, which delivered 12
meV at 60 kV, matching the energy resolution obtained by
Terauchi in 1999, but with enhanced stability. Instrument
instabilities lead to ZLP broadening, typically observed on
measurements with large acquisition times. These instrumen-
tal advances allowed the detection of vibrational modes at the
nanoscale; in 2014, Miyata et al. [29] and Krivanek et al.
[27] independently reported the first vibrational spectra from
nanostructures using STEM-EELS.

Although the energy resolution is considered as the typ-
ical FOM, it is known that the energy resolution depends
on factors such as accelerating voltage, probe convergence
angle, beam current, etc. suggesting the use of other FOM
expressions that include such dependence in order to char-
acterize the overall optical quality of monochromators and
allow comparison between them. Inspired by the resolving

power used to characterize spectrometers and analysers in
HR-EELS [30], we have computed a unitless quantity given
by the ratio between the accelerating energy (E0) and energy
resolution (∆E) (Fig. 1c) to highlight the gradual enhancement
of performance over the last thirty years. Furthermore, it has
been recognized by the EELS community that the decay of the
ZLP tails also represents an important parameter to consider
when assessing an instrument’s ability to detect excitations or
electronic transitions (e.g. bandgaps and defect states) near
the ZLP [31], since strong tails tend to hinder the detection
of weak inelastic scattering signal. Values of FW at 1% and
below the ZLP intensity are useful references [18].

Nowadays, different types of monochromators work in
tandem with better spectrometers and detectors and over-
all performance has improved gradually over the years. One
example is illustrated by improvements to the alpha-type
monochromator since 2013, which can now reach 3.7 and 7.9
meV at 60 and 100 kV, respectively (Fig. 1b). This progress
represents a remarkable achievement, offering the EELS com-
munity similar instrumental capabilities as those in HR-EELS
[32], but with the advantage of using a nanometre/Ångstrom-
sized monochromatic beam for spectroscopy studies. Fur-
thermore, STEMs can also operate under different alignment
settings, permitting both spatially resolved and momentum-
resolved acquisitions to provide information about materials
in real and reciprocal space, respectively.

Spectroscopy of phonons
Phonons represent one of the most fundamental excitations
that a solid can sustain. Both surface and bulk phonon modes
can co-exist on a finite-size structure and unveiling their
behaviour underpins the understanding of numerous physical
processes, including heat transport, phonon-driven supercon-
ductivity, light–matter interaction, etc. Bulk phonon studies
are dominated by neutron, IR light and x-ray spectroscopies,
while the study of surface phonons usually requires the use
of surface-sensitive techniques, such as Raman spectroscopy,
HR-EELS, etc., but studying phonon-based properties in sin-
gle nanostructures or near nanoscale structural features ben-
efits from the use of nanoscale probes. This section describes
the progress in the new field of EELS applied to the study
of vibrational modes in small volumes of matter, denomi-
nated vibrational EELS (vibEELS). We present a summary of
progress in theoretical models of inelastic electron scattering
from lattice phonons; excitation of surface phonon modes;
phonon mapping in real space and momentum space; local-
ized phonon scattering in solids and structural features; the
study of vibrational modes in organic materials; and the use of
vibEELS to measure physical properties such as temperature
and phonon polariton density of states.

Inelastic electron scattering from phonons in solids
Theoretical models of the inelastic electron scattering from
lattice phonons in solids date back to the works by Glauber
and Van Hove [33,34] on density–density correlation func-
tions. Since then, several theoretical models of the inelastic
scattering by fast electrons were developed following simi-
lar quantum treatments relying on the Born–Oppenheimer
approximation [35–38] and including some of the key ingredi-
ents associated with electron scattering in crystalline samples,
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Fig. 2. Theoretical formulation of inelastic electron scattering from phonons. (a) Coupling constant strength for excitation of bulk phonon modes of MgO.
Grey curve indicates phonon dispersion curves and overlaid linewidth indicates the coupling strength. (b) EELS scattering maps of longitudinal optical
(LO) phonon at the gamma point (100 meV) showing delocalized scattering and (c) the bulk longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonon mode at the BZ edge
(50 meV) showing atom-level localization (circles indicate the atomic columns in MgO). (Adapted figures with permission from [37], © 2018 by the
American Physical Society.) (d) Normal and Umklapp scattering contributions from a phonon peak between 35-45 meV, (top) simulated image of Si
dumbbells and (bottom) line profiles across the image showing the relative contributions from normal and Umklapp components. (Adapted from [43],
with permission from Elsevier.) (e) Calculated vibEELS images of monolayer h-BN with 30 and 50 mrad EELS collection semiangles. (Adapted figure with
permission from [40], © 2017 by the American Physical Society.)

such as multiple elastic interactions among different beams
and dynamical diffraction [39–43].

The common denominator among all those models is that
the scattering cross-sections can be described as the product
of two main terms: the probe component (Fourier trans-
form of the Coulomb potential of the travelling electron)
and the dynamical form factor (the spectrum of excitations
in the solid in the absence of the probe). The Fourier term
is inversely proportional to the scattering wavevector (q2),
which describes the gradual decay of the inelastic scattering
signal from the Brillouin zone (BZ) centre towards the BZ
boundaries. The dynamical form factor (S(q,ω)) includes the
transition element matrix, which offers a description of the
excitations of vibrations in bulk matter in terms of the dipole
(∆q→ 0) and impact (∆q≫ 0) scattering contributions and
is subject to scattering (sum) selection rules imposed by the
conservation of particles within the system [44]. The scat-
tering cross-section also includes the Bose–Einstein phonon
population terms (n) that appear naturally from the quantum
treatment of scattering at a certain temperature.

The transition elements embedded in S(q,ω) can be rep-
resented by a combination of dot product terms between
the polarization of the oscillating atoms and the trans-
ferred wavevector (e ·∆q), weighted by different terms. These
summed contributions describe the coupling between a fast
electron and individual phonon modes and can be reduced to
an e ·∆q term in the dipole limit (∆q→ 0), facilitating the
interpretation of scattering data [36]. An instructive exam-
ple of the coupling is illustrated in Fig. 2a, which shows the

coupling strength constant for the excitation of bulk phonon
modes of a MgO crystal using 60 kV electrons [37]. At the
centre of the BZ (Γ point) only small amounts of momentum
transfer are needed for the electron to excite phonons and the
electron beam couples more effectively to longitudinal modes
than transversal modes. However, at the boundary of the first
BZ, large momentum transfers are required and simulations
reveal that the coupling is efficient for both longitudinal and
transversal short-wavelength modes [37,43]. Interestingly,
Hohenester et al. showed that, for electron beam positions
close to atomic columns, the coupling strength increases for
modes near the BZ boundary but remains unchanged for
modes at the BZ centre, suggesting spatially dependent scat-
tering behaviour. Experimental measurements of the coupling
strength can be obtained using nanometre-sized probes and
off-axis collection geometries [45] or angle-resolved spec-
troscopy settings [46].

Dipole and impact scattering contributions exhibit dif-
ferent degrees of Coulomb delocalization, with the dipole
component (∆q→ 0) being more delocalized [47], as exem-
plified by the map of the LO phonon mode at the Γ-point of
MgO in Fig. 2b. In this particular example, the EELS signal is
nearly uniformly spread within the internal region of theMgO
nanocrystal, unaffected by proximity to an atomic column.
This behaviour is primarily due to surrounding long-range
contributions from the in-phase oscillatory electric dipoles
associated with this long-wavelength mode.

The large impact scattering signal (q≫ 0) is less delo-
calized. Pioneering work by Rez in 1993 [48] suggested
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that inelastic scattering from phonons in gold crystals could
include an atomic resolution component involving a large
momentum transfer. Later, several theoretical models devel-
oped by other researchers described atomically localized
inelastic scattering behaviour from lattice phonons in differ-
ent materials (Si, BN and MgO) [37,39,40,42]. Figure 2c
illustrates highly localized signal from the LA phonon mode
at/near the BZ boundary in an MgO nanocrystal. In contrast
to the map for the LO mode (Fig. 2b), scattering from LA
modes involves large momentum transfers and can be local-
ized to atomic columns. In this case, out-of-phase ion motion
of these short-wavelength modes cancels out contributions
from the region surrounding the electron beam path, allow-
ing the interaction between the fast electron and the closest
atomic column to dominate.

More recently, Rez et al. [43] shed light onto the forma-
tion of impact scattering signal by showing the importance
of Umklapp processes (phonon excitation that results in scat-
tering from one BZ to another) over normal processes (scat-
tering occurring within the first BZ). As observed in Fig. 2d,
the Umklapp contribution dominates the scattering modula-
tion within lattice distances. Material thickness can naturally
affect the scattering intensity due to dynamical diffraction
effects playing a role in the modulation of the scattering.
Moreover, the localization of phonon scattering signal from a
one-atom-thick BN layer was predicted by Dwyer [40], show-
ing that large amounts of momentum transfer (∆q≫ 0) are
required to build higher scattering localization around atomic
positions (Fig. 2e) and suggesting the use of large-angle acqui-
sition conditions. This reveals the importance of collection
conditions in the modulation of scattering by phonons and
demonstrates that localized scattering could be built from a
single atomic layer, in which contributions from surrounding
oscillating atoms cancel out laterally within an atomic plane.
The section on localized phonon scattering will review several
recent experiments studying the regime of impact scattering.

The dielectric theory developed by Fermi to describe elec-
tron scattering from phonons is completely equivalent to the
theoretical treatments mentioned above. So far, the dielec-
tric formalism has been successfully applied to explain the
surface and bulk phonon response of any finite structure in
the long-wavelength limit (q→ 0). Dielectric waves such as
plasmons and phonons share many similarities and the knowl-
edge derived from the excitation of bulk, surface and interface
plasmons using EELS has been translated into the study of
vibrational modes [14,49]. In this context, the excitation of
Fuchs–Kliewer (FK) surface phonon modes can be predicted
in 2D films [50], and polaritonic and non-polaritonic modes
can be identified as possible loss channels in Si/SiO2 interfaces
[51,52].

Another scenario to probe excitations within the dipole
approximation is the aloof excitation of surface phonon
modes because only small wavevectors are transferred during
the scattering (∼ 10−3 Å−1). For aloof excitation, the scat-
tering signal falls gradually from an object edge following a
decay described by a modified Bessel function of the second
kind (K0), demonstrated experimentally in Refs [27,53,54],
which also showed that surface phonons can be detected at
larger impact parameters than surface plasmons. For instance,
aloof surface phonon signal from amorphous carbon films
was detected for electrons travelling with an impact parameter
of up to 1 µm [55]. Furthermore, the Coulomb delocaliza-
tion length of the dipole scattering can be estimated using

Heisenberg’s principle [47]. In this case, a delocalization
distance of about 100 nm is derived for 130 meV surface
vibrations probed at 60 kV. Aloof spectroscopy brings impor-
tant advantages in probing beam-sensitive materials (see the
section on the vibrational response of beam-sensitive materi-
als) [56].

The use of the dielectric formulation to describe bulk
phonon scattering behaviour beyond the BZ centre has so far
been limited due to a lack of information about the dielec-
tric function in the short-wavelength limit (q≫ 0) [37]. Also,
while the dielectric theory can predict an energy loss event,
it cannot describe an energy gain event during an inelastic
scattering process. The development of theoretical models
to describe the inelastic electron scattering from phonons or
vibrational modes in nanoscale structural features plays an
important role in the progress of this field. More complex
systems such as heterostructure interfaces, molecular systems
or proteins bring additional challenges, requiring reliable cal-
culations of the dielectric function or wavevector-dependent
phonon frequencies, in combination with realistic theories of
electron scattering.

Optical surface phonon excitations
Finite-size structures can sustain both surface and bulk
phonon modes. Optical surface phonon modes remain con-
fined within the reststrahlen band (RB) of the material: the
spectral region between the transverse optical (TO) and LO
modes. Substantial literature on surface phonons in objects
of different geometries is already available [57,58], and we
limit ourselves to presenting a description of surface excita-
tions in nano- to micro-sized structures, including isotropic
and anisotropic thin films, finite slabs, nanoparticles and
film–particle composite systems.

Thin films can support surface phonon polariton (SPhP)
modes, analogously to their surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
counterparts [58]. In an isotropic film, SPhP modes adopt
two charge configurations due to the interaction of electro-
magnetic fields on each surface. They exhibit symmetric and
anti-symmetric charge distributions with respect to a bisector
plane parallel to the film surface, with most of the dipole cur-
rents lying parallel or perpendicular to the film, respectively.
The dispersion of these polaritons within the RB is dictated
by the film thickness.

Those polaritonic modes were predicted by FK [59] and
were initially studied via HR-EELS in the reflection geom-
etry using micrometre-size probes, primarily exciting anti-
symmetric FK modes. In the transmission geometry, the sym-
metric FK modes of the film are predominantly excited, as
revealed by computations of the second differential scattering
probability, shown in Fig. 3a [50]. Oscillating dipoles produce
signal involving scattered electrons of a few microradians,
which represents a small fraction (1/1000) of the BZ adjacent
to the Γ-point. This dipole signal is usually delocalized over
tens of nanometres in the specimen. Lagos et al. probed silica
thin films in transmission mode (Fig. 3b), showing that two
main resonances (55 and 135 meV), with energy dependence
on the film thickness, appear due to the existence of two RBs.
Each resonance is generated due to anti-symmetric FK modes,
as predicted by the dielectric model (Fig. 3a).

SPhPs were also observed in nanostructures of anisotropic
materials, in which the dielectric response is dependent on the
polariton propagation direction. Several groups have reported
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Fig. 3. Surface optical phonons. (a) Calculated double differential scattering probability from SPhPs in a 120-nm a-SiO2 slab, exhibiting two RBs, both
supporting symmetric and anti-symmetric FK modes and (b) experimental vibEELS spectra for 40- and 100-nm-thick a-SiO2 slabs, revealing three main
resonances. (From [50], by permission of the Japanese Society of Microscopy.) (c) Experimental vibEELS spectra acquired in a line scan across a
vacuum–hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) interface (magenta: through the h-BN flake, blue: aloof excitation). (Adapted with permission from Springer
Nature Customer Service Center GmbH: Springer Nature [60], © 2021.) (d) Experimental vibEELS spectra acquired in aloof configuration, exciting the
corner (red circles) and face (green square) modes in an MgO cube oriented along the [001] direction and (e) simulated vibEELS spectra (dotted lines) for
an MgO cube under the same excitation conditions as (d), convolved with a 10-meV Gaussian function (solid lines) representing the ZLP. (Adapted with
permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: [61], © 2017.)

on the observation of hyperbolic polaritons in h-BN struc-
tures, including thin films, truncated slabs and atom-thick
layers. Batson used Kroger’s equations for dielectric waves
[62] to describe the excitation of SPhP in thin h-BN films
[63], while Egerton et al. addressed the lateral and depth
resolution of dipole signal from thin films [64]. Govyadinov
et al. [65] extended the modelling to truncated h-BN slabs
using finite element methods and revealed that the electron
probe excites hyperbolic SPhP propagating along the flake
edges, bringing important physical insight to the data inter-
pretation of finite structures. Figure 3c shows typical spatially
resolved EELS spectra across a slab–vacuum interface. In
aloof geometry, the fast electron primarily excites hyperbolic
SPhP modes, whereas in an intersecting geometry, several
guided modes are excited due to reflection of those propa-
gating polaritons within the slab, including the LO mode.
More recently, Li et al. [60] analysed the polaritonic response
of a one-atom-thick h-BN layer, demonstrating the excita-
tion of highly confined hyperbolic SPhPs. Understanding the
behaviour of SPhPs is essential to the development of photonic
devices that capitalize on light–matter interaction in the IR
range.

Particles sustain localized surface phonon resonances [57],
and their phononic dielectric response is dictated by both
geometry (shape and size) and composition. For instance, a
cube exhibits a large variety of optical phonon excitations
due to its unique geometry and symmetry, as predicted by
Wallis and Fuchs [66,67]. Lagos et al. studied the phononic
response of a single MgO nanocube [61] by moving the
electron probe to different aloof locations (Fig. 3d). The for-
mation of broad EELS peaks is due to contributions from

three narrower resonances (face, edge and corner), as revealed
by theoretical simulations (Fig. 3e). The shape of those EELS
peaks can also be modified by changing the impact parame-
ter with respective to the cube edge or by probing the cube in
different orientations [50,61].

In aloof geometry, bulk phonon modes cannot be effi-
ciently excited (Fig 3c) mainly due to the screening from
induced surface charges on the external field of the swift elec-
tron. However, Radtke et al. [68] reported on the vibrational
response of anisotropic B12P2 microparticles, observing sev-
eral EELS resonances in a spectral range where the calculated
dielectric function remains positive and interpreting these as
bulk optical phonon excitations. Scattering variations were
also detected for B12P2 microparticles oriented along different
directions with respect to the beam trajectory, highlighting the
directional nature of the dipole mechanism. These variations
are imposed by the anisotropy of the material and not only by
crystal orientation.

Interactions between surface phonon modes in different
structures have been studied theoretically, considering modes
in thin film–nanoparticle composite systems. Considering two
finite structures (a thin slab and a cube), both phonon mode
mixing [49] and transparency behaviour [50] were predicted.
Recently, Beutler et al. [69] addressed the case of infinite films
interacting with single nanospheres, analysing scenarios of
strong mode mixing in composite systems and observing that
hybridization between FK and Fröhlich modes occurs for cer-
tain dimensions of the main constituents. These results bring
important physical insights into EELS data interpretation and
the quantification of material properties (more detail in the
section on nanoscale properties).
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Nanoscale phonon mapping in real and reciprocal
space
Real space mapping is a well-established methodology to
determine the spatial distribution of the scattering signal mea-
sured from a nano-/atomic-scale structural feature in nano-
materials. The scattering modulation can reveal important
information about the elementary excitations present or the
chemical composition of the material under analysis. Real-
space imaging is central to the design, synthesis and under-
standing of functional materials, and its application to a large
variety of structural features (e.g. defects and interfaces) is
of significant importance to research advances in the fields of
materials science, photonics and quantum materials.

By rastering the probe across a nanostructure and collect-
ing the scattered electrons over a circular region in recipro-
cal space, a phonon scattering map of the nanostructure is
obtained. Figure 4a shows spatially resolved maps of phonon
EELS scattering acquired on the edge of a 150-nm nanocube
[61]. A large variety of spatial distribution patterns associ-
ated with each excited surface and bulk phonon mode are
visible, including corner (70 meV) and face (77 meV) sur-
face resonances. The same approach has also been used to
map out optical surface phonon modes in micrometre-long
structures, such as ZnO NWs [70]. These examples reveal
that IR polaritons can be supported by structures ranging
between nanometre and micrometre scales. Furthermore, the
scattering signal from surface phonons measured via EELS
experiments is linked to the local density of electromagnetic
states (LEMDOS) of the structure, a quantity of paramount
importance in photonics [49] (more detail in the section on
nanoscale properties).

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental vibEELS maps of corner (70 meV) and face (77
meV) SPhP modes, and two bulk phonon excitations (LA: 50 meV, LO: 90
meV). (Adapted with permission from Springer Nature Customer Service
Centre GmbH: [61], © 2017.) (b) Experimental momentum-resolved EELS
map of phonon modes in h-BN, with simulated phonon dispersion curves
overlaid as solid lines. (Adapted with permission from Springer Nature
Customer Service Centre GmbH: [46], © 2019.)

Bulk acoustic and optical phonon scattering can be also
imaged when fast electrons intersect the cube (Fig. 4a); scat-
tering probabilities for these modes are dictated by selection
rules. The LO (90 meV) signal remains uniform across the
nanocube and decays towards the cube edge, due to a competi-
tion between bulk and surface contributions: a process strictly
linked to the begrenzung effect. Spatially resolved maps for
LA (50 meV) and TA (not shown) modes show stronger signal
than the optical modes.

Phonons can also be mapped in reciprocal space using
angle-resolved spectroscopy, a methodology used in the past
to study the dispersion of plasmon [62] and core-loss tran-
sitions [71]. In this case, instead of collecting signal over a
large circular area, a slot aperture is employed to select a par-
ticular scattering direction in the diffraction plane. Figure 4b
shows a reciprocal space mapping of a h-BN thin crystal
[46]. In this ω-q map, not all the phonon modes within the
first BZ are excited; coupling is weak to some of the trans-
verse modes, as discussed earlier (see section on inelastic
scattering). The ability to access information in reciprocal
space is similar to angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) studies, highlighting the use of vibEELS as a tech-
nique to study condensed-matter systems with unprecedented
spatial resolution. Progress along this direction is illustrated
by phonon mapping in momentum space across a multiwall
BN nanotube (∼ 100 nm in diameter) [72]. The cylindri-
cal geometry changes the orientation of the BN plane from
the centre towards the edge, allowing the identification of at
least three regions with different phonon dispersions, within
a 50-nm region. vibEELS signal near the BZ boundaries and
higher-order BZs gets weaker because the inelastic scattering
cross-section decays as a function of scattering wavevector,
calling for the use of more sensitive detectors to access infor-
mation beyond the first BZ. Recent advances in direct electron
detection cameras [73] have enabled the faster acquisition of
scattering signal without readout noise, significantly reduc-
ing the acquisition time of maps from hours (Fig. 4) to a few
minutes.

Localized phonon scattering signal from bulk
crystals, defects and atom-sized systems
Bulk
Atom-wide spatially resolved electron probes are useful for
studying the degree of localization of impact scattering in
crystalline solids. Over the last four years, two experimental
approaches were used to detect localized phonon scattering
signal: off-axis and on-axis acquisition geometry conditions.

Off-axis configurations were initially used to collect highly
localized scattering signal by Dwyer et al. [74], who obtained
about 1 nm spatial resolution at the edge of thin BN flakes.
The spatial sensitivity limitation was probably due to the
strong delocalized dipole signal from polaritonic modes, hin-
dering impact scattering signal detection. Later, a similar
off-axis approach was also used by Hage et al. [75] to detect
vibrational scattering variation on the same system, producing
energy-filtered maps which displayed intensity variations at
the atomic level. Interestingly, the extracted vibrational signal
showed the same modulation as the coherent elastic scatter-
ing signal, which added additional complexity to the inter-
pretation of atomic-resolution vibrational signal, preventing
unambiguous proof of atom-level localization of phonon scat-
tering. Experiments with different collection conditions can
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Fig. 5. Highly localized phonon scattering in structural features. (a) Top left: Atomic-resolution annular dark-field image of Si along the [1̄10] orientation;
bottom left: intensity variation for high (blue) and low (red) energy acoustic phonon peaks visible on the right; right: on- and off-column EEL spectra,
revealing an intensity increase over the Si dumbbells. (Adapted with permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: [77], © 2019.)
(b) Top: Annular dark-field (ADF)-STEM image of a stacking fault in SiC; bottom: line profile across the stacking fault of angle-resolved vibEELS spectra at
the X point of the BZ. (Adapted with permission from Springer Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: [79], © 2021.) (c) Left: schematic of a single
substitutional Si atom in a graphene lattice; right: v-EEL spectra acquired at locations labelled in the lattice schematic, revealing the localization of the
phonon scattering peak near the Si impurity atom. (From [81]. Adapted with permission from AAAS.)

benefit the evaluation of changes of the elastic component
collected through the EELS aperture and help to disentangle
the elastic signal from the phonon signal. Also, deconvolution
methodologies to remove elastic contributions from phonon
scattering signal can be useful, similar to those utilized to treat
plasmon scattering [76].

On-axis geometry was proposed for conditions in which
specific vibrational modes can be excited exclusively by
impact scattering. This condition is very useful for probing
crystals with dispersive phonon branches that flatten out near
or at the BZ boundary, typically producing a high phonon
DOS (Fig. 2a). This combination of collection geometry and
phonon dispersion behaviour usually produces strong EELS
resonances, as shown in covalent and polar materials, such as
Si and MgO, respectively. Venkatraman et al. [77] demon-
strated scattering enhancement around atomic columns in
a thin Si crystal, revealing a drastic suppression of about
50% of the phonon scattering signal (60 and 45 meV) for
probe positions between columns compared to on-column
(Fig. 5a). This highly localized signal has been attributed to
the excitation of short-wavelength BZ boundary phonons that
underwent Umklapp processes during scattering events [43].
Simulations comparing contributions from normal and Umk-
lapp processes clearly revealed strong scattering contributions
from higher-order zones into the first BZ (Fig. 2d).

Planar defects
Electron probes are convenient tools to analyse nanometre
structural features such as defects, interfaces, impurities and
vacancies. Planar defects affect a crystal’s translational sym-
metry, leading to changes in the bulk phonon properties and
new vibrational modes [78]. Yan et al. [79] explored the local
vibrational response of a stacking fault (SF) in a SiC crystal,
finding scattering variations within the optical and acoustic
bands at different collection conditions. Off-axis acquisition

at high-symmetry points in the diffraction plane show changes
in the acoustic phonon signal within the SF region relative to
the defect-free region. Figure 5b shows a 2D map of acous-
tic scattering variation within the fault, acquired around the
X point with ∼ 2 mrad collection angle. The authors pre-
sented an interpretation based on a qualitative comparison
with the projected phonon DOS in the acoustic regime, where
long-wavelength optical polaritons are not expected to be
relevant. Additional theoretical models are still needed to
identify which phonon modes in structural defects are probed
by the fast electron and how they contribute to the loss signal
[80]. The exploration of phonon properties of defects has just
started, and a large variety of structural defects still await to
be further studied at a deeper level.

Atom-size systems
Vacancies and impurities are other important structural sys-
tems that affect material properties. The presence of those
entities in crystals leads to the generation of new vibra-
tion modes denominated localized, gap and resonant modes,
which were intensely studied in the past with other spec-
troscopy techniques [82]. The first two types of modes usually
appear above the phonon bands and between the optical and
acoustic bands, respectively. Their displacement eigenvec-
tors do not possess wave-like dependence in space, like bulk
phonons, but are strongly peaked at the impurity position and
decay rapidly within one or two atomic spacings. In contrast,
resonant (quasi-normal) modes are not spatially localized and
usually result in a large variety of oscillating eigenvectors that
contribute to an enhanced amplitude around the impurity.
Those modes couple with the external probe and result in a
broad spectral resonance composed of an envelope of modes.

The vibEELS signal obtained from a single impurity/
vacancy within a crystal might be hindered by bulk/surface
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Fig. 6. vibEELS for biomaterials. (a) EEL spectra acquired 30 nm from the edge of a guanine crystal with five stretching modes highlighted, compared to
a Fourier-transform IR spectrum of guanine. (Adapted from [86].) (b) Top: dark-field image of 12C and 13C-alanine clusters and bottom: Lorentzian fits of
magnitude and position of the C–O stretch EELS peak at each point along the EELS acquisition line in the dark-field image, revealing an energy shift
correlated with the locations of each isotopic alanine cluster. (From [88]. Adapted with permission from AAAS.)

phonon signal, thus atomically thin layers with adatoms rep-
resent a suitable system to study these localized excitations.
Hage et al. [81] probed the pseudo-localized (resonant) modes
of a single substitutional Si atom in a graphene layer by
collecting high-angle scattered electrons using an off-axis con-
figuration. Localization of the signal is illustrated in Fig. 5c
by the EELS data acquired at different locations. EELS data
interpretation was presented based on comparison with the
projected phonon DOS, a quantity that includes all avail-
able phonon states of the composite system. Two modes
with polarization along the graphene plane were proposed
as responsible for reproducing the EELS fine structure. From
the proposed oscillating geometries, it seems that one of
the modes is optically inactive, only accessible with elec-
tron probes. This result illustrates the importance of spatially
resolved EELS for the study of local properties with atomic
sensitivity.

On the theoretical front, efforts were made to study
the vibrational response of molecular-like systems [83,84],
including atom-thick layers with isotopic substitution [85].

Those models predicted strong variations of the scattering
signal within sub-lattice distances, which await experimental
validation.

Vibrational response of beam-sensitive organic
materials
Aloof spectroscopy is typically used to analyse the vibrational
response of nanoscale structures in the dipole limit. The fact
that the beam does not intersect the structure brings important
advantages in minimizing knock-on and radiolysis damage
[56]. This potential was recognized in the early stages of
vibEELS and applied to study small volumes of beam-sensitive
materials. Some examples include guanine flakes, proteins,
L-alanine amino acids, water and metal-glass composites.

Rez et al. [86] selectively probed several functional groups
in guanine crystals (Fig. 6a) in their native state. They iden-
tified several vibrational modes, including the C=O, C−H,
N−H and mode variants of NH2 in good agreement with far-
field IR data, indicating the dipole mechanism dominance.
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Furthermore, their analysis showed that in aloof mode at dis-
tances > 30 nm, the beam damage is substantially minimized.
Recently, March et al. [87] analysed the molecular orientation
of proteins (e.g. bacteriorhodopsin) with respect to the beam
direction, showing that polar bonds aligned at specific orien-
tations contribute prominently to the EELS spectrum. Other
acquisition approaches, such as the scanning leapfrog, can
also bring benefits under certain experimental conditions [47].

Hachtel et al. [88] investigated the vibrational response
of amino acids with different isotopic labels. EEL spectra
show a rich fine structure with a predominant peak from the
C−O stretch mode (∼ 198 meV) of the carboxylate group,
which shifts with different isotopic configurations. Under-
standing spectral shifts requires a deep understanding of how
the isotopic substitution, which usually modifies the interac-
tions between different atoms and the displacements of several
nuclei, affects the whole stretching mode. To account for this
complex process, realistic theories are required to properly
treat the vibrational response of complex biomaterials.

Figure 6b shows a 2D map obtained from two alanine
clusters separated by about 50 nm, where a spectral shift
of about 4 meV can be clearly observed [88]. Interestingly,
despite the proximity, dipole–dipole (associated with oscil-
lating bonds) interaction between the alanine clusters was
not reported, which represents a quite different behaviour
than typical interactions between neighbouring dielectric
structures.

Another interesting example is the case of water. By using
a liquid cell, liquid water isotopes (H2O and D2O) were con-
fined and analysed via vibEELS [89], identifying the O–H
stretch mode (∼ 400 meV) and O–D stretch mode (310 meV).
Ice crystals were also analysed by cooling the water spec-
imen down to ∼ 150 K [12], and a broadband resonance
associated with contributions from the O−H stretch mode
was identified. Crozier et al. [90] also showed that a similar
spectral response can be observed in nanomaterials contain-
ing hydroxides or with adsorbed water species. Moreover,
Collins et al. [91] mapped carboxylate and imidazolate linkers
in a metal-organic framework crystal-glass composite mate-
rial. They were able to identify small domains (< 100 nm) with
recorded spatial resolution < 15 nm at the interfaces.

Despite these advancements offering alternatives to
‘damage-free’ compositional analysis of functional groups
and imaging of biomaterials, vibEELS for biomaterials is
still in its early stages, trailing behind standard optical tech-
niques in terms of energy resolution. For instance, SNOM
has reached sub-meV energy resolution with 10 nm spatial
resolution. Also, the sample preparation of a large variety of
bio-specimens (e.g. viruses and proteins) in their native state,
but compatible with the vacuum environment of TEMs, is a
big barrier to overcome. Determining the vibrational modes
of complex biological structures and developing modelling of
the inelastic scattering from those modes and their interaction
also remains to be achieved.

Nanoscale properties: temperature and photonic
density of states
Inelastic electron scattering from phonons or vibrational
modes in isolated nanostructures is linked to certain material
properties, such as temperature, LEMDOS, partial phonon
DOS, etc. The study and quantification of these properties

rely on two important aspects: the extraction of the inelas-
tic scattering signal from the spectrum and the adequate
interpretation of the measured EELS signal. Here we focus
on advances in measuring the temperature and LEMDOS in
nanoscale systems.

To measure temperature, researchers have capitalized on
the Principle of Detailed Balancing (PDB) which states that
in a single scattering event, the energy loss and energy gain
probabilities in a system at thermal equilibrium are linked
by the Boltzmann factor, a quantity that depends on the
system temperature. Loss and gain contributions include a
Bose–Einstein population term (n) and usually appear in the
EELS spectra as strong contributions at very low energies [92].
In the early 60’s, both energy gain and loss processes were
analysed in HR-EELS experiments using micrometre-sized
electron probes scattered off surfaces [93]. More recently,
using transmitted electron beams, Idrobo et al. [94] used sur-
face optical modes from micrometre-size flakes, while Lagos
et al. [55] used acoustic phonons in a single nanoparticle to
measure local temperature (Figs. 7a, b). Nanostructures were
heated up to high temperatures (∼ 1000 K) resulting in scat-
tering signal driven primarily by phonon population statistics.
Analysis of this spectral shift was also used later to determine
the object temperature [95].

By plotting the ratio between energy gain and loss scat-
tering as a function of excitation energy, a curve with linear
behaviour can be obtained (Fig. 7c) and the temperature can
be determined with high precision (down to 1 K) from the
slope fit [55]. Limitations on the instrumental energy resolu-
tion (> 15 meV) affect the measurement accuracy and produce
deviations from this linearity [55]. This linear behaviour also
shows that PDB holds for a single phonon scattering event.

The spatial resolution of the temperature measurement is
related to the delocalization degree of the vibEELS signal used
in the thermal analysis. Dipole signal might provide resolution
on the order of the nanostructure size due to the excitation of
delocalized modes [49,97], while impact scattering signal can
provide sub-lattice sensitivity (Fig. 5a).

An important property of a photonic structure is the
LEMDOS, which shows how the electromagnetic energy and
fields are localized in space. In 2008, García de Abajo and
Kociak [98] proposed a relationship between the scattering
probability of a localized surface plasmon and the corre-
sponding LEMDOS. The relationship is valid for isotropic
dielectric particles in the dipole limit and was deeply inves-
tigated in numerous physical systems [99]. More recently,
Lourenço-Martins et al. [49] extended the relationship to
optical surface phonons using the same arguments.

Li et al. [96] conducted tomography studies to fully recon-
struct the phononic LEMDOS in a MgO nanocube (Fig. 7d).
Their results illustrate the localization of the three surface
optical modes (e.g. Fig. 4a), confirming their spatial distri-
bution and revealing richer spatial information regarding the
face modes, which show strong localization towards the cube
edges. Furthermore, their full reconstruction results show
an asymmetric effect in the distribution of the corner modes
due to the interaction with the substrate. As mentioned ear-
lier, the substrate can alter the landscape of available surface
phonon modes in the composite particle–substrate system and
its presence and influence on the local environment must
be considered when assessing local thermal and LEMDOS
properties at the nanoscale.
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Fig. 7. Measurement of nanoscale properties via vibEELS. (a) EELS and Electron Energy Gain Spectroscopy (EEGS) peaks of an optical surface phonon
mode in h-BN as a function of temperature. (Adapted figure with permission from [94], © 2018 by the American Physical Society.) (b) EELS and EEGS
peaks of bulk phonon excitations in an MgO nanocube at three different temperatures, and (c) high-precision temperature derivation from a linear fit of
the logarithm of the loss over gain ratio as a function of energy for different materials. (Adapted with permission from [55]. Copyright 2018 American
Chemical Society.) (d) 3D reconstruction of the LEMDOS of three components of the SPhP response of an MgO cube. (From [96]. Adapted with
permission from AAAS.)

Spectroscopy of plasmons
In addition to the numerous applications and new physics
unveiled using vibEELS, performing low-loss EELS on metal-
lic or metal-like materials reveals the collective behaviour of
charge carriers in these materials. The first description of col-
lective oscillations of electrons in a solid was presented in
the 1950s by Pines and Bohm [100–102], who used a collec-
tive description of motion to describe long-range interactions
and organized ‘plasma oscillations’ in a free electron gas.
They describe the response to a fast charged particle moving
through the electron gas and setting up long-range oscillations
via Coulomb interactions. In 1957, Ritchie [103] extended
this theory, using a hydrodynamic model, to predict the col-
lective oscillations and coining the word ‘plasmon’ to describe
a plasma oscillation. Ritchie considered the metal dielectric
as a function of both frequency and wavevector and with
appropriate boundary conditions was able to derive the sur-
face plasmon frequency and predict the quantized energy loss
of a fast electron moving through a thin metal film. This phe-
nomenon was soon observed experimentally by Powell and
Swan [104]. Initial studies on plasmonic particles measured
the energy lost by a passing fast electron using EELS and were
carried out using broad beam illumination over a wide area,
giving the average plasmonic response with limited spatial
information (e.g. [104–106]) but, even in these early stud-
ies, providing information on the dispersion behaviour of the
surface plasmons [62,107].

The use of energy-filtered imaging opened up the possibili-
ties for nm-resolution spatial mapping of plasmonic modes in
the electron microscope [108–112]. However, the energy res-
olution of these systems limited the accessible energy ranges
to the visible–ultraviolet (UV) range of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Further advances applied STEM spectrum-imaging
[113] and monochromator technology to allow researchers to
push the spectral range into the NIR and MIR [114,115].

The importance of studying IR–visible (IR-vis) plasmon-
ics is mainly due to the crucial applications of these
materials in different areas such as nanophotonic circuitry
[116–118], surface-enhanced infrared absorption, surface-
enhanced Raman spectroscopy [119–125] and plasmon-
enhanced photochemistry [126–130]. The application of
EELS techniques for characterizing nanoparticle systems is
thoroughly reviewed by Wu et al. [131] and in an invalu-
able review by García de Abajo [132]. The following sections
review recent progress in EELS studies of IR plasmonics in
metallic systems and in new plasmonic materials.

Infrared surface plasmonics in metallic structures
Noble metals may be considered lossy for plasmonic appli-
cations due to their high energy interband transitions, but
at lower energies they usually exhibit Drude-type behaviour.
Therefore, materials such as silver (Ag), gold (Au) and cop-
per (Cu) typically perform well in the NIR-vis spectral regime.
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Fig. 8. Plasmonic response of a Cu NW. (a) High angle annular dark field micrograph from a 3.15 µm Cu NW and corresponding EELS maps of different
SPR modes at the energies indicated. EELS spectra obtained from (b) Ag NWs and (c) Cu NWs of different lengths and aspect ratios. (Adapted with
permission from [143]. © 2021 American Chemical Society.)

However, since the majority of plasmonic metals, such as alu-
minium (Al), have plasma frequencies in the vis-UV range and
above, strategies such as alloying or controlling the size and
shape of the system are necessary for designing IR-active sys-
tems [133–136]. In the upcoming sections, we review recent
studies on plasmon activity in the NIR-vis range in different
1D, 2D and 3D geometries.

1D designs
In metallic systems, NWs are one of the most well-studied
geometries for supporting IR surface plasmons. In NW sys-
tems, the simple expediency of increasing the length provides
themedium for low-energy surface plasmons to resonate, with
the resonant energy dependent on the length, aspect ratio and
material used. Among different metals, Ag is one of the most
common media for plasmonic applications at NIR-vis wave-
lengths [28,114,131,137]. This popularity is because of the
low damping properties of Ag in this spectral regime, since
it is a highly conductive metal with an interband transition
around 3.8 eV, in the near-UV [138,139]. LSPRs, Fabry–Perot
(FP) type SPP resonance behaviour and the impact of geomet-
rical defects on the SPRs in Ag NWs have been thoroughly
probed using spatially resolved STEM-EELS [28,114,140].
These early results show the power of EELS for resolving
LSPR nodal distributions in energy and space, paving the road
for more detailed studies in this area [141].

Other metals, including gold, copper and aluminium, are
also extensively used for a wide variety of IR surface plasmon
applications, although they are consideredmore lossy than sil-
ver due to their lower-energy interband transitions. However,
with respect to Au NW systems, a recently published study
by Wu et al. on FP resonances using STEM-EELS revealed
that some of the resonance modes in Au NWs of different
lengths (from 0.5 µm to 10 µm) have dephasing times twice
those predicted [142]. Similarly, Mkhitaryan et al. demon-
strated that IR and visible surface plasmon resonances in long
Cu NWs (1.3 µm to 15.2 µm) have a high quality factor,
comparable with IR responses in long Ag NWs (0.3 µm to

1.8 µm), again exceeding expectations from previous stud-
ies [143] (Fig. 8). According to their calculations of the Cu
NW cross-section, a considerable amount of electromagnetic
energy generated by SPs in Cu NWs resides outside of the
metal, implying that internal Ohmic resistance in the Cu NW
will not greatly affect the SPP propagation. In a study on Al
antennas (around 2.4 µm to 4 µm long NWs), Lagos et al.
demonstrate their performance at energies down to theMIR in
coupled plasmon–phonon platforms, exhibiting a quality fac-
tor comparable with that achievable in gold antennas [144].
These findings open new doors for further investigations on
other metals which are typically considered lossy for IR-vis
plasmonic applications.

2D and 3D designs
Other common strategies for manipulating IR plasmonic
properties to produce other optical properties in metal-
lic nanostructures, such as a broadband spectral response,
include increasing the dimensionality of the structure and
introducing geometrical complexities. Usually, an increase
in size or structural complexity in plasmonic systems leads
towards spectral complexity, and the system may show multi-
band or broadband plasmonic properties rooted in corner,
edge, or cavity plasmon modes and in mode hybridization
and coupling [145–150]. In this regard, EELS has heavily
contributed to understanding the impact of size and shape
variations on the spectral and modal distribution of plas-
mons in different structures. As an example, Campos et al.
demonstrated the non-equivalent dispersion of edge modes
and cavity modes, visualizing 2D standing waves of optically
dark cavity modes in Al nanotriangles [151], while Bellido
et al. identified characteristic edge units and fractal scaling
laws in Ag Koch nanofractals, concluding that as structural
complexity increases, spectral complexity does too [152].

The resolving power of EELS in revealing even minor
changes in surface plasmon spectral footprint has made this
technique an excellent candidate for probing naturally formed
or intentionally shaped defects, imperfections and anomalies
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Fig. 9. Plasmonic response of a complex randomized wrinkled gold film. (a) EELS spectra from different locations of a wrinkled gold nanostructure
demonstrating the broadband LSPR of the system. (b) Energy-resolved EELS maps show the evolution of surface plasmon hotspots with energy. The
scale bar is 200 nm. (Adapted from [146], with the permission of AIP Publishing.)

[152–157]. Using STEM-EELS combined with high spatial
resolution tomography, de Oliveira et al. were able to detect
LSPR peak broadening caused by a single atomic-sized defect
(dislocation) at the junction of two gold nanorods welded
using a femtosecond laser [153].

Although in de Oliveira’s work, LSPR peak broadening
was used as a meter to judge the quality of the weld, struc-
tural defects can be designed into the geometry as a means to
tune the surface plasmon response for different applications.
In this regard, introducing nanoscale defects, such as cavities
and gaps, can be considered as a strategy to adjust the sur-
face plasmon resonance energy. EELS studies done by Genç
et al. on AgAu nano-boxes, pinholed nano-boxes and nano-
frames demonstrate the tunability of plasmon responses from
UV wavelengths to IR, for biomedical purposes [156]. EELS
results shown in this work suggest the possible hybridization
of the inner and outer surface plasmon modes of the nano-
frame, resulting in intense homogeneous responses from these
structures [156]. The impact of having nanometre-sized aper-
tures at the centre of 2D triangular Sierpiński nanostructures
can also be found in research by Bicket et al. [155]. According
to their work, introducing these apertures causes redshift-
ing of the plasmon peaks, allowing the structure to couple
to longer wavelengths without increasing its spatial foot-
print [155]. Further experiments using both spatially resolved
and momentum-resolved STEM-EELS have revealed that the
introduction of a point defect into a plasmonic crystal alters
the photonic bandstructure, creating a defect state in the
crystal’s bandgap [158].

Another important geometrical feature that can locally
affect plasmon activity is a nanogap. Nanogaps can support
strongly confined surface plasmon hotspots that STEM-EELS
is usually able to detect [159]. By combining STEM-EELS and
different simulation techniques, other physical phenomena
around gaps such as plasmon mode hybridization [145,160],
coupling [161] and plasmonic Fano resonances and anti-
resonances at IR energies have been thoroughly investigated
[162] and recently reviewed [163].

The findings regarding the relationship between the struc-
tural and spectral complexity have greatly assisted researchers
in designing systems with desired plasmonic responses. Bicket
et al.’s study on the plasmonic properties of iterative Sierpiński
fractals is an example of using LSPR hybridization to build
multiband surface plasmon antennas [150]. The idea of
using surface plasmon hybridization for controlling plas-
monic response is nevertheless not limited to controlled 2D
designs. Recently, researchers have benefited from structural
feature randomization to create structures with broadband
surface plasmon responses from MIR to near-UV energies.
For example, Wang et al. used randomly formed silver frac-
tal dendrites to achieve a broadband SP response. According
to the EELS results, the electromagnetic hotspots of den-
dritic nanostructures are highly localized (domains with sizes
below 0.4 µm) and are promoted by the randomness of geo-
metrical features and the multi-scale features of the fractal
[148].

InMousavi et al.’s study on continuous wrinkled gold films,
the combination of random structural features and extremely
large system sizes (on the order of millimetres) leads to surface
plasmon activity from the MIR to visible regime. As is high-
lighted by their spectroscopy results, the wide energy range of
the SP response is extremely affected by the large continuous
shape of the structures, plasmon coupling and hybridization
around sharp bends in the structure, and differently sized
nanogaps (down to a few nm) [146,147] (Fig. 9).

Similar to the SPhP example discussed above, EELS scat-
tering in plasmonic samples gives insight into the LEMDOS
[98]. Recent advancements in STEM-EELS tomography have
made it possible to study surface plasmons in three dimensions
[164–168]. As an example, Haberfehlner et al. conducted
a comprehensive investigation on the 3D surface plasmon
response of vertically coupled nanoparticle dimers, as shown
in Fig. 10 [168], studying bonding and anti-bonding modes
in coupled nanotriangles of different sizes (140, 190, 240
and 340 nm) (Figs. 10c, d). The application of STEM-EELS
tomography to probe the 3D LEMDOS of plasmonic systems
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Fig. 10. Tomographic reconstructions of the plasmonic response of a triangular nanoprism dimer. (a) High-angle annular dark-field micrographs of
fabricated triangular nanoprism dimers with different sizes (scalebars are 100 nm) and (b) tomographic reconstructions of T1 and T2. (c) EELS maps of
the T2 dimer, acquired at different tilt angles as indicated, for a low-energy bonding mode (1.02 eV), representing the experimental energy-resolved
maps (top row), maps with the particles masked (middle) and reprojected (modelled) maps (bottom). (d) Tomographic reconstruction of the photonic
local density of states of the low-energy bonding mode in T2. (Adapted from [168].)

is also demonstrated in works by Nicoletti et al. [164], Collins
et al. [165,166] and Hörl et al. [167].

New materials
Noble metals have provided consistent choices for plasmonic
applications, but their use in the IR suffers from several draw-
backs that entice researchers to turn to alternative materials
with more freedom in tuning the plasma frequency over the
spectral range of interest [169–173]. Noble metals typically
support a plasma frequency (ωp) in the vis-UV range of the
spectrum, while in the MIR-NIR, the plasmonic response is
far from ωp. In the visible region, several of the more pop-
ular metals suffer from interband transitions, while deep in
the IR, these metals have high imaginary components of their
dielectric function and the plasmon response suffers from
intraband damping, limiting plasmon lifetime and propaga-
tion length. Using a material with ωp closer to the spectral
region of interest results in lower damping contributions from
intraband transitions and thereby longer plasmon lifetimes. In
addition, further down the polariton dispersion curve, away
from ωp, the confinement factor of the SP is reduced, to
the extent that the evanescent fields may extend several free-
space wavelengths into the dielectric medium [174]. At this
point, the advantage of sub-diffraction confinement of EM
energy in such a material is lost, bringing forward interest
in spoof SPPs [175,176], which have not yet been studied
with EELS. This phenomenon limits the application of noble
metals in the longer wavelength range of the IR, especially
when sub-wavelength field confinement is required. Another
constraint on many potential applications is the compatibility
with semiconductor manufacturing processes.

All of these factors inspire research interest in alterna-
tive plasmonic materials such as heavily doped semiconduc-
tors, which may have charge carrier densities on the order

of 1018–1021cm−3, lower than the conduction electron den-
sity in classical plasmonic metals (typically on the order of
1022cm−3). As a result, doped semiconductors tend to sup-
port bulk plasmons in the IR region of the spectrum (ωp < 1.5
eV). Alternative materials for semiconductor-based plasmon-
ics include vacancy-doped materials such as copper chalco-
genides, or impurity-doped semiconductors or metal oxides,
such as the tungsten bronzes, indium tin oxide or zinc oxide
[177,178]. Metal oxides, particularly transparent conducting
oxides, are particularly desirable for their applications in new
optoelectronic technology.

Vacancy-doped copper chalcogenides
Copper vacancies act as p-dopants in copper chalcogenide
materials, contributing to high charge carrier densities and
allowing these materials to support LSPR resonances depen-
dent on the precise structural and stoichiometric properties
[177,178]. EELS studies of copper selenide [182], copper
telluride [183] and copper phosphide [179] allow direct quan-
tification of the vacancy concentration correlated with sur-
face plasmon activity in a single nanoparticle. For example,
Bertoni et al. [179] used contrast changes in high spatial
resolution STEM imaging to quantify the vacancy concentra-
tion in a single Cu3−xP nanocrystal (Figure 11a), observing
two LSPR modes in the same nanocrystal. Willhammar et al.
[183] used high resolution-STEM tomography to identify
long-range order in Cu vacancies in CuTe, revealing vacancy
channels in a plasmonically active nanoparticle and confirm-
ing through density functional theory and EELS simulations
that surface plasmon activity appears only in vacancy-rich
CuTe. In another approach, Casu et al. [182] used core-loss
EELS to quantify the stoichiometry of Cu2−xSe nanocrystals
during in situ annealing, observing a partial loss of Cu (from
2.01:1 to 1.91:1 Cu:Se ratio) upon heating and correlating
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Fig. 11. Plasmonically active semiconductor materials. (a) (i) Experimental and simulated high-resolution ADF-STEM image of a Cu2.75P nanocrystal and
(ii) low-loss EELS spectra of two plasmon peaks in the vacancy-doped nanocrystal. (Adapted with permission from [179]. Copyright 2019 American
Chemical Society.) (b) (i) Bulk carrier plasmon peaks near grain boundaries; (ii) High resolution ADF-STEM image of the grain boundary for the green
spectrum in (i); and (iii) energy of the bulk plasmon peak as a function of distance from the grain boundary in (ii). (Adapted with permission from [180], ©
2020 by the American Physical Society.) (c) (i) Momentum-resolved HR-EELS spectra for a Bi2Se3 topological insulator film, exhibiting two distinct
plasmon peaks; (ii) surface loss function calculated for a two-component system with carrier plasmons and Dirac plasmons, green diamonds indicate
fitted peak positions of experimental data. (Adapted with permission from [181]. © 2015 by the American Physical Society.)

this loss with the appearance of a spectral feature attributed
to LSPR (1.1 eV).

Tungsten bronze
Tungsten bronzes are WO3-based materials which form a
solid solution with metal ions (MxWO3), typically alkali met-
als; thesematerials possess bulk plasmons in the visible orNIR
regions of the spectrum. No plasmonic response is observed
in non-metallic WO3 particles, but plasmonic activity can be
detected with even a small addition of Na [184], becoming
stronger and blueshifting with increasing Na concentration
[185], until its plasmonic response rivals that of gold [184].
EELS studies have identified corner and edge LSPRmodes and
bulk plasmon peaks in NaxWO3 nanocubes and nanocrystals,
from x=0.66 [184] to x=0.83 [185].

Another tungsten bronze, CsxWO3, is used in heat-
shielding applications and possesses two peaks in the NIR-vis

region of the spectrum. Initial work by Sato et al. [186]
attributed these peaks to two bulk plasmons: one from car-
rier electrons contributed by Cs dopants and the higher energy
peak from excitation of valence electrons; they also identify
a Cs deficiency near the surface of their Cs0.33WO3 par-
ticles, transforming the surface into an insulating material
and redshifting the observed surface plasmon energy, thereby
highlighting one possible effect that non-uniform doping may
have on plasmonic activity in semiconducting materials. Fur-
ther work by Sato et al. [187] using momentum-resolved
EELS reveals that the low energy and high energy peaks are
present along different axes of the hexagonal crystal structure.
They demonstrate that the anistropy of the crystal struc-
ture is reflected in the anisotropic electronic band structure
and plasmonic response, wherein the low-energy peak corre-
sponds to a highly damped plasmon along the ab-axis, while
the higher energy peak corresponds to a plasmon along the
c-axis with lower damping. The anisotropic response of these
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nanoparticles was further probed by Machida et al. [188],
who used the relative orientation of different nanoparticles
to the electron beam to observe lower-energy peaks perpen-
dicular to the c-axis and higher-energy peaks parallel to the
c-axis.

Doped indium oxide
Indium oxide doped with tin (i.e. indium tin oxide, ITO) and,
optionally, with fluorine has been one of the more popular
materials for studying semiconductor NIR plasmonics. ITO
has no interband transition in the IR-visible regime of the
spectrum and, when highly n-doped, has a high bandgap and
exhibits optical transparency, a feature which is desirable for
many applications. In EELS, studies have been done on ITO
films [180], lithographed prisms [189] and wet-chemistry-
grown nanocubes or semi-spherical particles [190–193], tak-
ing advantage of the explicit presence of the bulk plasmon
peak in the EELS spectrum to characterize the effect of dop-
ing. The plasmonic response of ITO is fuelled by conduction
electrons contributed by either tin dopants or the presence of
oxygen vacancies in the lattice, with the level of tin doping
providing the dominant method of control over the plasmonic
response.

Increasing the level of tin doping can increase the carrier
density to concentrations on the order of 1021cm−3, reducing
the resistivity of the material and blueshifting the surface and
bulk plasmon peaks. In one study by Olafsson et al. [194],
the bulk plasmon EELS peak shifts from 705 meV for 1 at%
Sn to 1575 meV for 10 at% Sn. Increasing the Sn concentra-
tion beyond 10 at% then causes the bulk plasmon to redshift
again, likely due to an increase in ionized impurity scatter-
ing from the additional dopant concentration [190]. Yazdi
et al. [195] also observed a change in the decay length of the
LSPR evanescent fields correlated with dopant distribution
in core and shell co-doped F/Sn indium oxide. EELS stud-
ies have also demonstrated that arrays and nanoclusters of
ITO nanocubes support highly localized IR-frequency electric
fields in extremely small cavities between the cubes [190,192].
Addition of fluorine dopants to ITO is less well studied but
provides morphology control of nanoparticles grown in solu-
tion through surface passivation [190,191] and enhances the
quality factor of the LSPR [190] by filling in oxygen vacancies,
thereby reducing oxygen vacancy scattering [190,192].

At a constant doping concentration, Kapetanovic et al.
[189] mapped LSPR and bulk plasmon modes in lithographed
ITO triangular nanoprisms before and after rapid thermal
annealing, demonstrating that the annealing process improves
the quality factor of the LSPR peaks and increases the bulk
plasmon energy by over 100 meV, attributed to a reduction in
resistivity and an increase in carrier density. In thin ITO films,
Yang et al. [180] use spatially resolved EELS to reveal a red-
shift in the bulk plasmon near grain boundaries (Fig. 11b), due
to the structural disorder and disruption of electronic prop-
erties caused by the grain boundary. This research begins to
reveal the sensitivity of the plasmonic response to structural
defects and charge carrier generation mechanisms in highly
doped materials.

ZnO
Another transparent conducting oxide of interest for NIR
plasmonics is ZnO, doped with either Ga or Al to increase the
carrier density while minimizing lattice distortions. ZnO has

a high bandgap and exciton binding energy, leaving the NIR
region of the spectrum free of interband transitions and open
for plasmonic activity. So far, doped ZnO has not been stud-
ied intensely in EELS, but a study by Granerød et al. [196]
on heavily Ga-doped ZnO (GZO) uses the high resolution
of STEM imaging to correlate local Burstein–Moss bandgap
shifts with plasmon resonance wavelength. They analyse
the local relationship between bandgap energy and plasmon
energy in a ZnO/GZO thin film heterostructure, identifying
a conduction band bulk plasmon and a surface plasmon at
0.56 eV supported by the GZO, with no observable surface
plasmon on the undoped ZnO film [196].

Topological insulators
Topological insulators (TIs) present very interesting plas-
monic responses because of their unique surface properties.
Plasmonic behaviour in TIs such as bismuth- or antimony-
based binary and ternary chalcogenides has been detected
in the IR [197,198] and in the UV [199–202]. Bi2Se3, for
example, supports both a Dirac plasmon in the 2D electron
gas on the surface and a carrier plasmon from conducting
charge carriers in the material [181,197,198]. These two
plasmon responses overlap in energy as q→ 0 but can be dis-
tinguished by their different dispersion curves, as observed in
momentum-resolved HR-EELS (Fig. 11c) [181].

Towards higher energy, STEM-EELS reveals that pinhole
defects in Bi2Te3-Sb2Te3 heterostructure nanoplates locally
enhance the UV-vis LSPR and that local compositional
changes shift the LSPR energy [199,200]. Cha et al. [201]
have also used EELS to retrieve the optical response of binary
and ternary chalcogenides as a function of 2D layer thickness,
composition and intercalation of small organic molecules in
between chalcogenide layers. They demonstrate blueshifting
of the surface plasmon energy by several eV in Bi2Se3 with
increasing layer thickness and a linear dependence of the
plasmon peak energy on Se fraction in the ternary chalco-
genide Bi2(SexTe1−x), attributing the observed blueshift to
a change in the lattice constant as Te is replaced by Se.
Intercalation of small molecules or metal ions also changes
the optical response; intercalated organic molecules enhance
a low-energy photonic guided mode peak, possibly due to
changes to the stack’s dielectric function, while the introduc-
tion of Cu ions suppresses both the photonic mode and the
plasmon response.

Semiconductor and metallic systems for high-energy
plasmonics
Other new plasmonic materials show activity in the UV range
of the spectrum, detectable with microscopes of lower energy
resolution. EELS remains useful for studying these materi-
als because it can reveal the response over a wide spectral
range that can be difficult to access with photonic probes and
detectors, from the visible to the extreme UV (EUV).

For example, although the alkali and alkaline earth metals
are known to have high conduction electron densities suitable
for UV plasmonics, their high reactivity makes them difficult
to probe experimentally. This difficulty has been overcome in
preliminary work by Yang and Crozier [203], who use the
electron beam to reduce NaCl to Na-metal under vacuum
and subsequently detect the Na bulk plasmon at 6 eV, with
lower energy peaks attributed to surface plasmon excitation
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in small sodium particles. Biggins et al. [204] studyMg hexag-
onal nanoplates protected by a few-nm MgO layer, observing
a strong bulk plasmon around 10 eV and a series of LSPR
modes down to 1.9 eV corresponding to a set of corner, edge
and cavity modes relevant to the hexagonal symmetry.

At even higher energy, Shekhar et al. [205] studied
undoped silicon, which behaves like a free-electron metal
in the EUV, supporting a valence band bulk plasmon at
16 eV and SPP behaviour between 5 and 11.5 eV. They
use momentum-resolved TEM-EELS to map the dispersion
relation of the Si SPP and also of lower-energy Cherenkov
radiation. Manfrinato et al. [206] have also shown that the
volume plasmon of Si can be blueshifted by up to 1.2 eV
from the bulk value by reducing the size of lithographed Si
nanostructures down to 1.1 nm. They identify, in a wedge-
shaped Si nanostructure, shifts of the bulk plasmon energy
as a function of location along the wedge, and LSPR down
to approximately 4 eV. They suggest that a combination of
boundary effects and changes to the electronic band structure
due to quantum confinement may be the cause of the observed
bulk plasmon energy blueshifts.

Likewise, both Borja-Urby et al. [207] and Wang et al.
[208] found blueshifts of the bulk plasmon in elemental bis-
muth nanoparticles. Wang et al. observe that the bulk plas-
mon EELS peak broadens and blueshifts from ∼ 14 eV, up
to > 28 eV for 5-nm particles, beginning noticeable blueshift-
ing when the particle size is decreased below 40 nm. They
attribute this shift to the effect of a semi-metal to semiconduc-
tor transition due to quantum confinement effects, previously
observed in other bismuth nanoparticles, in addition to the
effects that limiting particle size have in limiting the avail-
able bulk plasmon wavevectors. Limiting the particle size cuts
the available q-vectors, modifying the bulk plasmon disper-
sion curve and thereby affecting the observed bulk plasmon
energy. Aside from the behaviour of the bulk plasmon, further
EELS studies on bismuth quantum dots (QDs) on a magnetic
yttrium iron garnet (YIG) substrate reveal enhancement of
LSPR signal near the Bi–YIG interface, with further poten-
tial for exploring interesting spin-orbit field interactions with
Bi LSPR modes [209].

Spectroscopy of strongly coupled modes
In addition to the many interesting applications for pure plas-
monic or vibrational modes, the prospect of coupling two
excitations together opens up additional possibilities to con-
trol the optical response of a system beyond the standard
tuning approaches remarked upon above. Coupling occurs
when two excitations interact strongly enough to modify the
properties of one or both. If the coupling is strong enough, a
new system is formed with normal modes possessing hybrid
characteristics from both components. Strong coupling con-
ditions are met when the coupling constant is larger than the
combined decay rate of the system components: instead of
decaying and losing energy to the environment, the excita-
tions instead exchange energy (Rabi oscillations), sustaining
the hybrid mode for longer than otherwise possible for two
isolated oscillators.

This behaviour is observed as an anti-crossing of energy
levels in the spectral response, characterized by the Rabi
splitting (energy splitting at the avoided crossing) and the
detuning parameter (frequency difference between the energy

levels of the two excitations in isolation) [210]. Although
strong coupling phenomena have been studied in the photonic
community for several decades [210,211], only recently have
EELS studies begun to emerge on plasmon–exciton coupling
in the NIR–visible regime and on plasmon–phonon coupling
in the MIR–NIR regime, thanks to recent improvements in
energy resolution.

Plasmon–exciton coupling
Some indications of coupling between a surface plasmon
mode and an exciton have been observed in microscopes with
limited energy resolution. Gold nanoparticles on ZnO are of
interest for their applications in photocatalysis, and although
plasmon–exciton coupling is not the main purpose of their
studies, both Bueno-Alejo et al. [212] and Bertoni et al.
[213] observed unexpected behaviour in the EELS response
that they attribute to coupling between the Au LSPR and the
ZnObandgap-edge exciton. Bueno-Alejo et al. [212] observed
small energy shifts in the LSPR peaks near the ZnO exciton
energy, while although Bertoni et al. [213] did not observe a
strong energy shift, they detected changes to the spatial local-
ization of the ZnO exciton signal inside a gold nanoparticle
on a ZnO structure. In another system, Shu et al. [214] use
momentum-resolved TEM-EELS to observe a 2.3-eV mode
with dispersion characteristics not matching those of either a
plasmon or exciton, which they attribute to a hybrid mode
formed from a coupled state between a π-plasmon and an
exciton, both supported within 1T-TiSe2.

More detailed studies on strong plasmon–exciton coupling
have been performed by modifying the detuning parameter
through manipulating either the LSPR energy or the exci-
ton energy. An early study by Wei et al. in 2015 [215] used
different sizes of silver nanoparticles to reduce the detuning
between the dipolar LSPR and the bandgap-edge exciton in
ZnO NWs (∼ 3.4 eV). They observed anti-crossing behaviour
with a Rabi splitting of up to 170 meV for well-tuned LSPRs
(Fig. 12a), also observing spatial differences in the relative
excitation probability of the upper and lower hybrid modes.
They propose a hybridization model with symmetric and anti-
symmetric coupled charge distributions between the LSPR
and exciton (inset in Fig. 12a(i)).

Using a similar tuning strategy, Yankovich et al. [216]
used size to control the detuning of the dipolar LSPR of trun-
cated silver nanopyramids relative to the exciton energy (2.03
eV) of the transition metal dichalcogenide WS2 (Fig. 12b).
Their study reveals that the relative excitation probabilities
of the lower and upper hybridized peaks can be manipulated
with the LSPR: exciton energy detuning parameter. They also
observed that the magnitude of peak splitting in the cou-
pled system depends on the number of WS2 layers, with no
detectable splitting using a single monolayer but up to 130
meV of Rabi splitting for a 6-layer WS2 flake.

Conversely, Bitton et al. [217] manipulated QD size to
study the coupling of QD excitons with both bright and dark
dipolar LSPR modes of lithographed silver bowties (Fig. 12c).
They demonstrated that strong coupling can occur for both
bright and dark plasmonic modes with excitons of the appro-
priate energy, obtaining peak splitting of ~150–200 meV and
~100–160 meV, respectively. In addition, they determined
that the coupling and peak splitting is strongest when the QDs
are located in regions of high electric field for the specific LSPR
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Fig. 12. Strong coupling in plasmon–exciton systems. (a) (i) The energy of a dipolar LSPR in isolated silver nanoparticles as a function of particle
diameter (inset: hybridization model for coupling between the dipolar LSPR and the ZnO exciton) and (ii) the energies of two peaks obtained from
plasmon–exciton coupling, as a function of isolated nanoparticle plasmon energy (green line: expected nanoparticle plasmon dispersion), showing
avoided crossing behaviour near the exciton energy (blue line). (Adapted with permission from [215]. © 2015 American Chemical Society.) (b) (i)
Experimental spectra (dark-field scattering and EELS) of a silver nanoprism on a 6-layer WS2 flake and (ii) EELS spectra from triangular nanoprisms with
different sizes and thereby different detuning from the WS2 exciton energy, from a redshifted plasmon peak (top) to near-zero detuning (centre), to a
blueshifted plasmon peak (bottom spectra). (Adapted with permission from [216]. © 2019 American Chemical Society.) (c) (i, iii) ADF-STEM image of
silver bowties surrounded by quantum dots with an exciton energy of (i) 1.8 eV and (ii) 2.0 eV, respectively, revealing Rabi splitting observed on the bright
(i) and dark (ii) dipolar LSPR modes of the bowtie. (Adapted from [217].)

mode, even though these areas may not necessarily show the
strongest EELS signal.

Theoretical studies confirm the experimental results that
electronic excitations can exhibit strong coupling with both
bright and dark LSPR modes [218,219]. Zouros et al. [218]
calculate Rabi splitting in a core-shell geometry, in which an
excitonic material core couples with several multipolar LSPR
of an Ag shell, also revealing that the Rabi splitting should be
evident in far-field cathodoluminescence (CL) spectra as well,
something which has not yet been confirmed experimentally.
Crai et al. [219] pursued the near-field vs far-field question
further, calculating the near-field (EELS) and far-field (CL)
spectra of NW/particle-on-mirror geometries with a quan-
tum emitter embedded between the particle and the mirror,
likewise predicting Rabi splitting in both EELS and CL. Inter-
estingly, they also conclude that in the NW-on-mirror system,
which supports degenerate bright and dark LSPR modes, the
Rabi oscillation dynamics are dependent on the excitation
dynamics, because of different relationships between electron
beam velocity and excitation probability for the bright and
dark modes.

Plasmon–phonon coupling
Experimentally studying coupling behaviour between plas-
mons and phonons requires higher energy resolution than
plasmon–exciton coupling studies, in order to probe lower
energy modes in the MIR–NIR regime. Pioneering work
by Tizei et al. in 2020 [220] demonstrates strong coupling
between the plasmonic modes in a silver NW and FK vibra-
tional modes in h-BN at approximately 180 meV. They use
the electron beam to cut a single Ag NW progressively shorter
in order to change the detuning of the dipolar LSPR mode

and demonstrate anti-crossing behaviour (Fig. 13a), effec-
tively scanning the dipolar LSPR from lower energies through
to higher energies than the h-BN SPhP modes. They observe
a Rabi splitting of up to 52 meV, finding also that the cou-
pling strength depends on the amount of h-BN contained in
the mode volume of the NW dipolar mode.

Capitalizing on stacked geometries and using more nat-
urally abundant materials, Lagos et al. [144] demon-
strate strong coupling behaviour between Al and SiO2 NWs
(Fig. 13b). They control the detuning parameter by fabricat-
ing stacked NWs of different lengths; the SiO2 resonance is
confined within the RB, while the dipolar LSPR mode of the
Al NW changes significantly with length. Because of this,
they are able to show the coupling behaviour through a large
detuning length, observing a Rabi splitting of approximately
26 meV between peaks in the range 120–180 meV and high-
lighting that strong coupling conditions can be achieved by
intelligent design of the coupling geometry. In addition, the
authors spatially map the EELS probability of the strongly
coupled hybrid modes, observing different EELS distributions
for symmetrically and anti-symmetrically coupled charges
across the two NWs (Fig. 13b(iii)).

On the theoretical side, calculations push the field of strong
coupling as observed in EELS into the study of plasmon–
vibrational mode coupling, an area which has yet to be
experimentally explored. Konečńa et al. [141] predicted cou-
pling between the LSPR modes of a plasmonic NW and the
excitonic and vibrational modes of an organic coating layer,
discovering stronger coupling between dark antenna modes
and the molecular excitons. This research is extended to
multiple different geometries by Kordahl and Dwyer [221],
who confirm that coupling with adsorbed molecules can be
detected even when the electron beam is on the far side of
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Fig. 13. Strong coupling in plasmon–phonon systems. (a) (i) Experimental EELS spectra of a silver NW with varying length coupling to vibrational modes
in h-BN; (ii) theoretical dispersion of the interaction between the silver NW dipole and h-BN, demonstrating strong coupling as observed by the avoided
crossing behaviour. (Adapted with permission from [220]. © 2020 American Chemical Society.) (b) (i) Dispersion curve of coupled SiO2/Al antenna
system, with anti-crossing behaviour of the antenna dipoles observed in the SiO2 RB; (ii) ADF-STEM image of the coupled antenna system and (iii) EELS
scattering maps of the symmetric and anti-symmetric coupled modes. (Adapted with permission from [144]. © 2021 American Chemical Society.)

the metallic nanoparticle and the weak signal from molec-
ular vibrations can be enhanced by several thousand times
through coupling with resonant LSPR fields. This opens up
new possibilities for extremely remote sensing of coupled exci-
tations, thereby avoiding damage of beam-sensitive organic
molecules.

Concluding remarks
The research area of EELS for very low energy excitations
(phonons, IR plasmons and strongly coupled modes) has
grown rapidly very recently, enabled by remarkable advance-
ments in monochromator technology. The examples reviewed
above show experimental results spanning spectral ranges

from the MIR to the UV in a large variety of nanoscale
materials, with ongoing studies yet to reveal more exciting
discoveries.

In the arena of vibEELS, numerous reports illustrate the
astounding capabilities of spatially resolved EELS for the
study of vibrational properties with high spatial and spec-
tral sensitivity, in both real and momentum space. The basic
understanding of inelastic electron scattering from lattice
phonons in solids has progressed due to the development of
theoretical models accounting for complex processes associ-
ated with the scattering of relativistic electrons in crystals.
However, the development of realistic models accounting for
atom-sized structural features is still in its early stages. Those
newmodels should provide physical insights into the coupling
between a fast electron and an individual vibrational mode,
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going beyond the current state of qualitative comparisons
between EEL spectra and the phonon DOS. Additional exper-
iments under different illumination and collection conditions
can be designed to extend our understanding of scattering
signal. Efforts on both theoretical and experimental fronts
continue to propel the field, leading to the use of vibEELS
as an advanced characterization method for nanomaterials,
equivalent in benefit to analytical tools such as core-loss EELS.

Current energy resolution improvements have allowed the
detection of optical phonon polaritons in individual nanos-
tructures within narrow energy (reststrahlen) bands. Further
instrumental improvements will reveal richer spectral data
containing finer details, as typically encountered in optical
spectral data. Moreover, electron probes provide access to
modes that are inaccessible with other traditional far-field
probes (e.g. dark polaritons), thus allowing the identifica-
tion of new channels for energy-transfer processes associated
with light–matter interaction. Future spatially resolved EELS
studies on terahertz materials with high anisotropy and exotic
configurations and at different temperatures will require the
extension of traditional dielectric models to describe their
phonon polariton response.

Significant work on the excitation of molecular vibra-
tional modes and interactions between molecules has already
been performed by the IR spectroscopy community; the
vibEELS community must capitalize and build on these exist-
ing foundations of knowledge. Electron beams hold the
promise of being able to access optically inactive modes with
extremely high spatial sensitivity compared to traditional far-
field infrared techniques. However, challenges still remain
in the study of complex biological structures such as pro-
teins, as theoreticians tackle challenges associated with the
description of inelastic electron scattering from non-periodic
atomic arrangements, and experimentalists face the chal-
lenges of preparing pristine samples and realizing damage-free
spectroscopy under different temperature conditions.

In the context of plasmonics, recent progress reflects the
needs of applications in pushing the plasmonic response to
ever lower IR energies, while controlling the LSPR behaviour
and damping properties. EELS studies in metal-based plas-
monics provide valuable information on corner, edge and
cavity LSPR modes and how these modes interact with struc-
tural defects or couple across nanogaps. For example, the
underpinnings of broadband plasmonic responses have been
studied deeply with EELS in random and controlled fractal
structures. Although EELS probes both light and dark LSPR
modes with nanoscale spatial resolution, use of the localized
probe also means that EELS is blind to the plasmon phase
and researchers must develop new and innovative strategies
to overcome this limitation (e.g. beam-shaping, ptychography
or phase-retrieval electron microscopy methods).

The plasmonic community’s desire to reduce damping,
increase the confinement factor and produce active, switch-
able plasmonic devices across a broad spectral range inspires
the EELS community to study plasmonic behaviour in semi-
conducting materials. With the more complex band structure
and electronic response intrinsic to semiconductors, there are
several competing factors affecting their plasmonic response.
EELS studies highlight that there is more to account for than
simply the dopant concentration, including the effects of crys-
talline defects, such as grain boundaries, or inhomogeneous
doping. Initial studies on these materials have begun, but

electron microscopy still has an important role in unravelling
the numerous factors at play in a whole slew of new materials
and active dopants.

We can now probe the dephasing time and quality factor
of the plasmon peaks, retrieving information on how the use
of different materials or the presence of defects affects plas-
mon lifetime in different spectral ranges. EELS studies on
plasmonic nanostructures must soon turn towards providing
the fundamental physics for the intelligent engineering of plas-
monic responses for specific applications. As plasmonic device
applications continue to grow, the EELS community must
continue to push experimental techniques beyond acquiring
low-loss maps, into probing the responses of active plasmonic
devices under external stimuli, such as temperature, voltage
and optical excitation, or in liquid environments.

The field of strong coupling between plasmons and other
harmonic excitations is relatively new to electron microscopy.
Despite this, the EELS community has quickly seized on the
background provided by years of optical studies and has
already demonstrated strong coupling in plasmon–exciton
and plasmon–phonon systems, mapping out the dispersion
relationships of the hybrid modes. EELS has also revealed
that strong coupling can occur with optically dark modes,
and theoretical calculations reveal that there may be inter-
esting dynamics at play regarding near-field vs far-field
responses. Initial theoretical studies also predict coupling
of plasmonic modes with molecular vibrational harmonics,
proposing a new ultra-aloof way to detect these vibrations in
beam-sensitive organic molecules. The combination of highly
monochromated electron beams and extremely sensitive direct
detectors provides the environment needed for electron spec-
troscopists to experimentally validate these theoretical predic-
tions.

Spatially resolved imaging techniques for probing low-
energy excitations in real and reciprocal space are essen-
tial tools for understanding and describing their physi-
cal behaviour. Angle-resolved scattering maps can now be
obtained using 10 meV and 1–2-nm-wide electron probes,
allowing the study of phonon and plasmon behaviour, includ-
ing electronic structure, in nanoscale systems with unmatched
spatial resolution. Additional technological improvements in
the stability and performance of monochromators, spectrom-
eters and in situ holders currently underway will provide
further opportunities for exploring this rich field of excita-
tions.

Overall, the many findings reported above represent the
first steps on the quest to gain an in-depth understanding
of IR material properties using electron beam spectroscopy,
leaving many exciting new discoveries to be made in various
research areas (e.g. heat transfer, quantum materials, infrared
photonics, biomaterials and active plasmonics) in the near
future.
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